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Trialbee Honey™:
The Leading Enrollment
Performance Platform
With almost a decade of experience matching and enrolling patients, Trialbee is
purpose-built to reduce enrollment risk and efficiently meet global clinical trial
timelines. Inspired by the shift from traditional clinical trials to hybrid and decentralized
clinical trials, Trialbee has developed a platform driven by data-science to optimize
patient matching along with an analytics-driven approach to enrollment, simplifying
the patient journey while lowering site-burden. These insights and analytics lead to
tangible improvements to patient recruitment as well as enrollment strategies that
accelerate clinical trial timelines and unlock operational efficiencies.
Trialbee Honey empowers sites, sponsors, and CROs, giving them the control to
drive timely patient recruitment outcomes. Honey was purpose-built to provide
transparency into patient qualification and enable convenient communication and
engagement between sites and highly qualified patients. Honey manages enrollment
of all patients, regardless of the recruitment source, in a single, tailored solution.
The robust analytics dashboard allows participants recruited from multiple sources
to be consolidated and monitored in one place while unlocking efficiencies by
leveraging real-time analytics and full transparency into the funnel.

Trialbee Honey: A Single Purpose-Built Platform to
Enroll all your Study Participants

With Honey, you can funnel all your recruited patients into one single platform.
Analytics help to determine which recruiting methods and services are most effective,
providing full transparency to patient recruitment.
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Trialbee Honey is a
software platform
that offers patients a
simple journey into
the study, reduces
site burden through
highly-matched
patient referrals, and
empowers study
teams to successfully
manage enrollment
performance.
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Trialbee Honey:
The Leading Enrollment
Performance Platform
Easy communication to lower site burden
Virtual tele-health technology and eConsent engages patients and
minimizes drop-out rates while providing qualified, study-ready
participants and, in turn, reducing site burden.

Transparency into patient qualification

Honey empowers sponsors, CROs, and sites to drive timely patient
recruitment outcomes. With Honey you can create efficient solutions for
sites to engage highly qualified patients. With one, central measurement
and analytics platform, sponsors and CROs gain insight into all their
recruitment tactics.
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